
Easy to use templates that 
always follow your brand 
guidelines. Adjust text, 
images, and color easily 
without coding or clunky 
software.

Appspace templates are 
built using HTML5 and are 
always responsive. Easily 
publish your designs to any 
screen – like displays, 
computer screens, tablets, 
mobile, and more.

Whether you have one display, or 
thousands across the globe, Appspace 
has flexible configuration settings and 
powerful administrative tools, so 
deployments are tailored to your 
company’s needs.

Simplify how your team connects with 
live and recorded video, streaming 
services, announcements, and more.

Use conference room displays to 
showcase company updates when 
they aren’t being used for 
presentations or calls. 

Keep your team informed and aligned by sharing announcements,
information, and more on your existing workplace displays.

Personalize your messaging 
without any coding or software

Publish to individual displays,
groups, or everywhere

Built to scale with you
as your company grows

Enhance your communications
strategy with Enterprise TV 
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Publish to collaboration
displays



Go big with video walls
Combine multiple large displays into a video wall for a more visible 

and impactful way of communicaing with employees and guests.

Enterprise Features

HTML templates
Display pre-designed templates for 
sharing your announcements, 
reports, and more

Images
Use common image formats like jpg, 
png, and gif in templates and channels

HD & 4K video
Display HD video content on 
compatible displays

Live streams
View video streams in HLS, UDP, and 
multi-cast formats from your 
preferred technology

Interactivity & transitions
Create behaviors for digital signs, 
video walls, and kiosks using touch 
screens, URLs, and more

Flexible layouts & orientations
Templates offer built-in customization 
of information in landscape, portrait, 
mobile, and other orientations

Device-level features
Get logs, restart devices, manage 
firmware updates, and many other 
device-specific functions

Compatible with alerts
Override regular content with 
high-priority information from the 
CEO, emergency systems, and more

Simple installation
Setup one device or thousands with 
enterprise-level registration and 
configuration options
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